Six Letter Anagrams – (Worksheet 5)

Rearrange the six scrambled letters into three possible correctly spelled words. The resulting three words are called anagrams.

1. ehtirw
2. eltbus
3. retsac
4. tsacre
5. nedrag
6. derats
7. ecnart
8. sretar
9. ecnats
10. sraeps
Rearrange the six scrambled letters into three possible correctly spelled words. The resulting three words are called anagrams.

1. ehtirw  |  whiter  |  wither  |  writhe
2. eltbus  |  bustle  |  sublet  |  subtle
3. retsac  |  carets  |  caters  |  caster
4. tsacre  |  crates  |  reacts  |  recast
5. nedrag  |  danger  |  gander  |  garden
6. derats  |  trades  |  treads  |  stared
7. ecnart  |  nectar  |  recant  |  trance
8. sretar  |  arrest  |  rarest  |  raters
9. ecnats  |  ascent  |  secant  |  stance
10. sraeps |  spares  |  sparse  |  spears